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10,000DIE
IN FAMINE
At least 10,000 people are ture Organisation in Rome, a total

believed to have died yesterday in of 460 million people are now 'ac-

the famine which has gripped 60 tually starving'. Speaking in Gen-

nations of the world. "It is the eva yesterday, former West Ger-

wo•st disaster since yesterday," man Chancellor Willy Brandt

said a UN spokesman last night. told a UNICEF meeting that "a

According to the latest reports third of all mankind is now ill

from the UN Food and Agricul- with chronic hunger."

'Thisneed neverhave
happened'—U.N.spokesman

However many thousands died in yesterday's famine, one fact

emerged clearly last night. It need never have happened. Experts

meeting at the World Food Conference in Rome agreed that there is no

physical shortage of food in the world at the moment.

ANone observer at the Rome meeting put it: "This is a crisis of price

and distribution. There is grain available for export in the US and

C2nada and several other rich nations, but the poorest countries can-

not afford to buy the grain at commercial prices."

At a UN meeting in Cocoyoc. Mexico, participants were also blam-

ing .2 traditional market which makes resources available to those

who can buy them rather than to those who need them".

"There need be no shortage," said the final communique, "it requires

only a small release from the surplus of the rich to meet the entire

Asian short-fall."
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ThirdWorld
unemployed
nears 30%
Unemployment in the Southern Hemisphere is

flickering between 25 and 30 per cent and an

estimated 200 million people in Africa, Asia and

Latin America are out of work.
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The world, bill for yesterday, military spending is now
expect. to top $68.5 million.
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NEW RISKS AT WORK

THE governments of 138 natiorn meeting at the

Special Session of the UN General Assembly in

New York have called for a 'New International

Economic Order' to steer the world away from

the present storm of crises.
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